
Speech Sound Development 

 

Many parents wonder if their child’s speech is developing normally. Most children’s 

speech becomes clearer gradually, as they hear and use sounds, words and 

sentences. While children develop individually, there is a general pattern to 

children’s sound development. 

 

Sound Development 

Look at the table below and compare with your child’s age. The sounds are what 

your child should be able to say at that age. 

 

Age  Sounds 

3  P, M, W, H, B, N, D, T, NG, K, G, Y 

3 ½   F 

4  L, SH, CH 

4 ½   S, Z, J 

5  R 

6  V 

8  TH 

 

Children learning more than one language 

Children who are learning more than one language may need longer to learn 

sounds. This is because there may be extra sounds to learn for one language and it 

takes time to use the correct sounds for each language. 

 

Helping children to learn sounds 

● Enjoy sounds -  as your child learns new sounds, imitate them 

● When you don’t understand a word or a sentence, gently say so and then try 

and work it out together. When necessary ask your child to show you the 

object they are talking about. 

● Check that you have got the message right 

● Expect some mistakes. Learning to talk takes years. 

● Listen to what children say, rather than every sound. 

● Speak clearly and simply. Talk together often 

 

   



Hearing and speech development 

● Ear infections are common in children and they can interfere with sound 

development 

● Have your child’s hearing checked 

● Children who suffer from lots of colds, asthma, ear infections etc are at risk 

of having a fluctuating hearing loss ( a hearing loss which comes and goes) 

 

 

If you would like more information or 

continue to be concerned about your 

child’s progress, the contact your local 

Speech Pathologist 

 

Moore Speech Pathology 

(02) 4353 3226 

info@moorespeech.com.au 

  


